###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   This will be the first systematic review to examine personality disorder in randomised controlled trials of pharmacological interventions for mood disorders.

-   Two independent reviewers will independently extract the data.

-   The Cochrane Risk of Bias tool will be used to evaluate the quality of studies.

-   The variety of tools to assess personality disorders and mood disorders may cause considerable heterogeneity.

-   A potential limitation of this systematic review may be the paucity of evidence available, which may not permit a meta-analysis to be completed.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Personality disorders (PD) are a group of mental disorders defined by a constellation of persistent, maladaptive patterns of behaviour and experiences, which markedly deviate from the expectations of the individual's culture, are stable over time and lead to distress or impairment.[@R1] PDs are commonly manifested in disordered thoughts, affectivity, impulse control and social and occupational functioning,[@R2] and have been recognised as common mental health conditions.[@R3] The WHO World Mental Health Surveys estimated PD prevalence rates to be 6.1% in a cross-national sample,[@R3] while the Australian National Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing (2000) estimated prevalence to be 6.5%[@R4] using the same self-report scale. Other prevalence rates using structured clinical assessments have estimated PD prevalence to be between 10.6%[@R5] and 21.8% in population-based samples.[@R6]

Despite these high prevalence rates, it has been argued that PDs do not receive the attention they warrant[@R7] and have largely been omitted from policy and research initiatives.[@R8] For instance, the Global Burden of Disease Study (GBDS) highlighted that psychiatric disorders (namely major depression, alcohol use, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia and obsessive-compulsive disorder) substantially contribute to the global burden of disease.[@R10] However, the GBDS did not include PDs in its scope, and accordingly, true estimates of the disease burden of mental illness may have been underestimated.[@R11] The omission of PDs at the population level has important repercussions for treatment programmes and healthcare planning,[@R8] including the development and trial of pharmacological interventions in randomised controlled trials (RCT). Consequently, while interventions for psychiatric disorders in general have expanded in contemporary research, the recognition of PD in clinical and research contexts has been neglected.

Parallel to the exclusion of PD at the population level, significant progress has been made in the development and confirmation of pharmacological treatments for mood disorders, but not PDs, in recent years. In particular, establishing effective interventions for depression, as the leading cause of disability worldwide, has been made a global priority.[@R12] Specific research recommendations put forward by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recommend that RCTs are developed to test the efficacy of sequenced therapies (continuation of initial antidepressant compared with switching to an antidepressant from another class) for depression.[@R13] Psychotropic medications such as lithium (a mood stabiliser), antipsychotics (haloperidol, olanzapine, quetiapine or risperidone) and combination therapies for the treatment of bipolar disorder have also been recommended to be trialed.[@R13] These clinical and research recommendations are made on the best available evidence, in which the influence of PD may not have been acknowledged.

Corresponding with the NICE guidelines, sequenced therapies using a range of pharmacological treatments (ie, citalopram, bupropion, sertraline, nortriptyline, mirtazapine, lithium, tranylcypromine, venlafaxine),[@R14] as well as combination therapies,[@R15] have gained recent attention for the treatment of depression. Additionally, pharmacological interventions such as antiepileptics (eg, divalproex sodium and carbamazepine)[@R17] for the treatment of bipolar disorder have been confirmed in recent clinical trials.[@R19] These treatment developments echo recognition of the magnitude of mood disorders substantially contributing to the global burden of disease. However, the progress in treatment development has concurrently been hampered by limited treatment effectiveness and adverse outcomes for many people.[@R20] For instance, remission rates from clinical symptoms remain at \~30% for patients with depression[@R14] and \~28% for bipolar disorder[@R21] for patients treated by pharmacological interventions. These remission rates highlight the complexity in treating acute mood disorders, and also emphasise the potential that internal patient-related factors, such as PD, may contribute to the difficulty in finding effective pharmacological treatments.

Recognising the potential risk factors implicated in the outcomes of mood disorders may assist in providing more targeted treatments, leading to better outcomes.[@R22] PD is highly comorbid among clinical populations, and has particularly high incidence rates for patients with depression and bipolar disorder. For example, Zimmerman *et al* estimated that 51.3% of community-based outpatients had a comorbid PD and major depressive disorder, and that the presence of this comorbidity was significantly associated with greater PD pathology.[@R23] Zimmerman *et al* also found that even one borderline trait may have an adverse effect on outcomes.[@R23] Similar rates were found by Melartin *et al*, where 44% of patients with depression met also criteria for PD.[@R24] Moreover, Post *et al* found that 65.9% of patients with bipolar disorder who were in a euthymic phase and 88.0% of patients who were in an acute depression state at the time of assessment met criteria for at least one PD.[@R25] These comorbidities are noteworthy considering that the presence of PD has potential to affect the course and treatment of the comorbid mood disorder.[@R23]

For example, previous epidemiological research has demonstrated that PD affects the course of depression. Specifically, Grilo *et al* demonstrated that patients with comorbid schizotypal, borderline or avoidant PD and depression had slower time to remission over a 24-month period compared with patients with depression only.[@R26] Similarly, Gunderson *et al* found that the course of major depressive disorder was negatively influenced by the presence of borderline PD, in that the rate to remission over a 10-year period was 50% slower for patients with this comorbity.[@R27] Research on PD and the course of bipolar disorder is less robust, however. In a clinical sample study, Garno *et al* demonstrated that patients with comorbid cluster B PD and bipolar disorder had significantly more lifetime suicide attempts than patients with bipolar disorder only.[@R28] Tamam *et al* found that outpatients with comorbid PD and bipolar disorder had significantly greater psychopathology, more affective illness episodes and a higher number of suicide attempts compared with patients with bipolar disorder only.[@R29]

Other research has suggested that PD influences the treatment outcome of both depression[@R30] and bipolar disorder.[@R28] For example, in one meta-analysis it was found that comorbid PD and depression was associated with double the risk of poor treatment outcome (defined as less than 50% reduction in symptoms) compared with depression only, and that outcome was not affected by the type of intervention administered (with the exception of electroconvulsive therapy which showed no difference between groups).[@R9] Though the negative treatment outcomes did not diverge by the type of instrument used to measure depression, the authors did not state how the included studies assessed PD. Considering the aforementioned variance in prevalence rates resulting from differences in the assessment of PD (eg, assessment by screening tool compared with structured clinical assessment), this may have been an important oversight in relation to treatment outcomes. An earlier review by Mulder [@R20]also investigated the influence of PD on treatment outcome in depression, and found that the majority of studies eligible for inclusion in the review reported worse treatment outcomes, compared with those with depression only. However, well-designed studies (eg, studies which assessed PD via structured clinical interview and where treatment was controlled via standard treatment or random assignment into intervention groups) showed no difference in treatment outcome. Similarly, one previous meta-analysis which looked at the efficacy of two or more pharmacotherapies in outpatients with depression and with or without comorbid PD found no significant differences between groups.[@R33]

The treatment outcomes of comorbid PD and bipolar disorder have also been demonstrated. In a review, Bieling *et al* summarised that the presence of comorbid PD had a negative effect on treatment outcome in bipolar disorder.[@R34] However, the literature specific to pharmacological therapies included in the review was limited. In one retrospective study eligible for review, Abou-Saleh showed that patients with bipolar disorder who did not respond to lithium had traits of high neuroticism and low dominance,[@R35] however this does not necessitate the presence of personality pathology. Gasperini *et al* showed that patients with comorbid PD and bipolar disorder had a higher number of manic or depressive episode relapses, and this was particularly evident for patients with histrionic PD.[@R36] Moreover, Preston *et al* retrospectively diagnosed borderline PD in two samples of patients with bipolar disorder who were trialing lamotrigine as a monotherapy. Both patient groups improved with treatment (response rates of 48% and 29% of patients with bipolar disorder and comorbid PD and bipolar disorder, respectively) though this difference was not statistically significant.[@R37]

Though previous research has suggested that PDs should be assessed in RCTs for patients with depressive and bipolar disorders,[@R9] there is limited evidence which has explored the mechanisms which underpin the poorer treatment outcomes for patients with comorbid PD. One possible explanation is that individuals may not recognise or admit personality psychopathology due to disruptions of identity and self-awareness. These disruptions are common features of PD and have crucial implications for the diagnosis of PD[@R38] and treatment of both the PD and comorbid disorder.[@R39] Previous research has demonstrated that despite the onset of PD occurring in late adolescence or early adulthood, patients do not tend to present for treatment until much later.[@R40] As such PDs may be left underdiagnosed and consequently untreated, affecting the therapeutic efficacy of the treatment for the comorbid mood disorder. In addition to this, some literature has suggested that individuals with PD, particularly borderline PD, are often non-compliant[@R41] or non-adherent with pharmacological treatments,[@R42] though this area has not been explored in depth. Poor therapeutic alliance is common in people with PD, driving adherence issues, treatment engagement and self-efficacy. Non-adherence has important repercussions for the management of psychiatric disorders,[@R43] and these issues may consequently perpetuate symptomatology of PD and any comorbidities.

Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest that PD may play a mediating role in the relationship between depression and treatment outcomes. For example, Mulder *et al* demonstrated that patients with comorbid PD and depression had poor treatment outcome with nortriptyline (a tricyclic antidepressant) compared with fluoxetine (a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI)), and this was particularly evident in patients with borderline PD.[@R44] These results echo earlier research which demonstrated that patients with borderline PD respond poorly to tricyclic antidepressants, but moderately well to SSRIs.[@R45] Though a lack of evidence does not permit discussion of the differences in treatment response between pharmacological interventions, literature suggests that both patients with PD and patients with comorbid PD and depression have different treatment responses to patients without PD.

Despite this previous research, little attention, however, has specifically focused on the influence of PD on treatment outcomes in RCTs of pharmacological interventions for mood disorders. This is a major oversight considering that RCT outcomes have critical implications for treatment recommendations in mood disorders. Moreover, RCTs depend on the assessment of change, and the failure to include and report on PD in RCTs may therefore omit an important mediator or moderator of study results. Given the paucity of information and inconsistent findings in relation to pharmacological interventions, the inclusion and evaluation of PD in RCTs assessing efficacy of pharmacological interventions is warranted. As such, this review will investigate the role of PD in RCTs of pharmacological interventions for adults with mood disorders, specifically depressive and bipolar spectrum disorders.

Objectives {#s2}
==========

The aims of this systematic review are to:Identify published RCTs of pharmacological interventions for mood disorders (defined as depressive disorders and bipolar spectrum disorders), which also include an assessment of PD.Appraise the quality of methodology employed in each of the RCTs eligible for inclusion in this systematic review.Collate and provide a comprehensive synthesis of the evidence, to evaluate whether treatment outcomes differ for those with and without comorbid PD.

Methods and analysis {#s3}
====================

Eligibility criteria for studies to be included in this review {#s3a}
--------------------------------------------------------------

This systematic review will include completed RCTs of pharmacological interventions for depressive disorders and bipolar spectrum disorders, which also have a measure of PD. Importantly, this is distinct from RCTs which have specifically assessed an intervention for PD. For the purposes of this review, pharmacological interventions refer to any drug or exogenously administered substance given for the purpose of having an effect on mood disorder symptoms including, but not limited to, antidepressants, mood stabilisers, antiepileptics and natural medicines. PDs include paranoid, schizoid, schizotypal, antisocial, borderline, histrionic, narcissistic, avoidant, dependent, obsessive-compulsive, PD trait specified, dissocial, emotionally unstable, anankastic, anxious (avoidant), passive-aggressive, depressive, impulsive, affective, explosive, other specific, PD unspecified, PD not elsewhere classified and PD not otherwise specified. Depressive disorders include major depressive disorder, persistent depressive disorder and dysthymia. Bipolar spectrum disorders include bipolar I disorder, bipolar II disorder, cyclothymic disorder and bipolar disorder not elsewhere classified or not otherwise specified.

Eligible RCTs must be conducted in adult populations (≥18 years) with depressive disorders or bipolar spectrum disorders (based on structured interviews and defined by diagnoses based on any version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) or International Classification of Diseases (ICD)), and also include assessment of PD. PDs must be measured by structured or semistructured interviews including, but not limited to, the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM IV Axis II Personality Disorders,[@R48] the International Personality Disorder Examination,[@R49] the Iowa Personality Disorder Screen,[@R50] the Standardised Assessment of Personality-Abbreviated Scale,[@R51] or indicated by self-report tools such as the Dimensional Assessment of Personality Pathology,[@R52] the Personality Disorder Questionnaire-4,[@R53] the Wisconsin Personality Disorder Inventory-IV[@R54] or the DSM-IV and ICD-10 Personality Questionnaire.[@R55] We will also include studies which have assessed PD via chart review. RCTs conducted on any sex or nationality, and published in any year, are eligible to be included in this review.

The primary outcome of this review will be to evaluate the impact of PD on treatment outcomes in RCTs of pharmacological interventions for adults with mood disorders, namely depressive and bipolar spectrum disorders. Specifically, the main focus will be to determine whether treatment outcomes (assessed by mean change in symptom scores from baseline to the end of the RCT treatment phase) of the pharmacological intervention differ for those with and without PD. Treatment outcomes will be measured by validated assessment tools (eg, clinician-rated questionnaire) specific to the mood disorder and outlined in the RCT protocol (eg, the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale,[@R56] commonly used in depression and bipolar disorder RCTs). The primary outcome of each RCT (as specified per protocol) will be examined regardless of the type of tool used to measure the outcome. In instances where RCTs have assessed multiple primary outcomes, highest priority will be given to clinician-rated assessments; and additional primary outcomes of the RCT, such as patient subjective evaluations, will be given subsequent priority.

Secondary outcomes of this review include assessing the impact that PD has on patient subjective outcomes, such as self-reported mood disorder symptom improvement (eg, the Patient Global Impression-Improvement scale,[@R57] frequently used in RCTs) and assessments of quality of life and functioning (eg, the Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire[@R58] and Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Range of Impaired Functioning Tool).[@R59] Evaluating the role that PD has on the occurrence of adverse events from pharmacological interventions will be given third priority.

Any RCT design will be considered eligible for this review. Specifically, the design of included RCTs may be double blind, placebo controlled or active controlled; parallel group; or cluster design. The initial phase of cross-over design RCTs will also be eligible. RCTs which have included more than one pharmacological intervention arm will be included, and these data will be pooled.

No restriction on the length of the treatment phase of the RCT will be set. Included RCTs must follow the intention to treat (ITT), or a modified version of the ITT principle, where criteria for analysis are prespecified per protocol. The ITT approach includes all randomised participants in the final analysis, regardless of treatment non-compliance, protocol deviations and withdrawal[@R60]; however, a modified ITT method is also pertinent to this review due to its allowance of justified exclusion of participants from analysis (eg, only including participants in the final analysis who completed at least one postbaseline assessment). Articles will need to be published in the English language. Articles that are cross-sectional, case--control or cohort by design, grey literature, theses and/or conference presentations will not be included.

Secondary analyses of primary RCT results which have examined the role of PD in relation to pharmacological interventions will also be included. In instances where RCT protocols or primary outcome papers have stated that PD assessment was undertaken but not reported on in the final analysis, or where missing data have been identified in general, the authors will be contacted to obtain data.

Search strategy {#s3b}
---------------

The PICO framework (ie, Populations/people/patient/problem, Intervention/s, Comparison, Outcome) was used to develop the following search strategy. To identify applicable literature, a search strategy using databases for medical, health, psychology and the social sciences (Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Clinical Trials (CENTRAL) via cochranelibrary.com, PubMed via PubMed, EMBASE via embase.com, PsycINFO via Ebsco and CINAHL Complete via Ebsco) will be performed. We will apply the following medical subject headings, Emtree terms and keywords, where applicable, to search all fields: ('mood disorders' OR 'mood disorder' OR 'affective disorders' OR 'bipolar disorder' OR 'bipolar and related disorders' OR 'bipolar depression' OR 'mania') AND ('personality disorders' OR 'personality disorder' OR 'personality') AND ('pharmacology' OR 'pharmacotherapy' OR 'drug trial' OR 'drug therapy') AND ('clinical trial' OR 'randomised controlled trial'). Relevant truncation and wildcard symbols will be applied to each database. Details of the search strategy are presented in the online [supplementary tables](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A hand search of reference lists of existing reviews on this topic will also be completed.

10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025145.supp1

One reviewer will apply the search strategy and ascertain studies eligible for inclusion by cross-checking against the predetermined eligibility criteria using the following method: first, assessment of titles and abstracts to determine if the study satisfies the methodological inclusion criteria of: being an RCT, examining a pharmacological intervention and being conducted on patients with a mood disorder; and subsequently, assessment of full-text papers. This method is being used to ensure that RCTs which assessed PD, but did not report this in their title or abstract are not missed. A second reviewer will confirm 10% of the articles at each stage of screening. If there is disagreement regarding eligibility, a third independent reviewer will determine the conclusive decision.

Data management and extraction {#s3c}
------------------------------

Data will be managed using Covidence[@R61]; an online reference management database. Covidence allows citation screening and review, handling of duplicate references and extraction of study characteristics and outcomes using inclusion and exclusion criteria. Two reviewers will separately extract the data. Extracted information will include:Study identification characteristics (first author's name, publication year, country/ies of RCT completion, sponsorship source).Study design (type of disease group/s, number of study arms, primary and secondary outcomes, type of control, sample size, type of ITT analysis).PD characteristics (type/s or cluster/s of PD studied).Intervention characteristics (type and dose of pharmacological therapy, length of treatment phase and length of follow-up period).Population characteristics (baseline demographic characteristics, group differences).Outcome characteristics (name of measurement scale, type of variable and reported inferential statistics including mean and SD for each time point, and p value).

Evaluation of methodological quality of included articles {#s3d}
---------------------------------------------------------

Eligible literature will be scored as low, high or unclear risk of bias using the criteria of the Cochrane Collaboration's 'Risk of Bias' tool.[@R62] The scoring system from Higgins *et al* [@R62] to evaluate data extricated from included studies will be employed ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). These factors include: random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective reporting and other sources of bias. Eligible studies will be independently scored by two independent reviewers. Should any discrepancy in scores be evident, a third independent reviewer will arbitrate the final judgement.

###### 

Cochrane Risk of Bias tool. Adapted from Higgins *et al* [@R62]

  Bias domain              Source of bias                                                                                                                                                                  Support for judgement                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Judgement (assess as low, unclear or high risk of bias)
  ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Selection bias           Random sequence generation                                                                                                                                                      Describe the method used to produce the allocation sequence in satisfactory detail to permit assessment of whether it should yield comparable groups.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Selection bias (biased allocation to interventions) due to inadequate generation of randomised sequence
  Allocation concealment   Describe the method used to conceal the allocation sequence in adequate detail to determine whether allocations could have been anticipated before or during trial enrolment.   Selection bias (biased allocation to interventions) due to inadequate concealment of allocations before assignment                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Performance bias         Blinding of participants and study personnel\*                                                                                                                                  Describe the methods used, if any, to blind trial participants and researchers from information of which intervention participants received. Provide information concerning whether blinding was effective.                                                                                                                                                                  Performance bias due to knowledge of the allocated interventions by participants and study personnel during the study
  Detection bias           Blinding of outcome assessment\*                                                                                                                                                Describe all methods used, if any, to blind outcome evaluation from information of which intervention participants received. Provide information pertaining to whether the intended blinding was effective.                                                                                                                                                                  Detection bias due to knowledge of the allocated interventions by outcome assessment
  Attrition bias           Incomplete outcome data\*                                                                                                                                                       Describe the extensiveness of outcome data for each main outcome, including attrition and exclusions from the analysis. Declare whether attrition and exclusions were stated, the numbers for each intervention group (in contrast with total randomised participants), details for attrition or exclusion were reported, and any reinclusions in analyses for the review.   Attrition bias due to amount, nature or handling of incomplete outcome data
  Reporting bias           Selective reporting                                                                                                                                                             Declare how selective reporting was assessed and what was found.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Reporting bias due to selective outcome reporting
  Other bias               Other bias, preferably prespecified                                                                                                                                             Describe any critical concerns about bias which has not been covered in the other domains in the tool.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Bias due to problems not covered elsewhere

\*Assessments should be made for each main outcome measure or class of outcomes.

Heterogeneity of evidence will be determined using I^2^ in accordance with suggestions from the Cochrane *Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions*.[@R63] Heterogeneity will be quantified as low, moderate or high with I^2^ values of 25%, 50% and 75%, respectively.[@R64] Heterogeneity of \<50% will be considered low and will allow the inclusion of the study to the systematic review and meta-analysis.

The Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE)[@R65] will be used to summarise the findings and assess the quality of evidence and strength of recommendations for relevant outcomes. The following factors will be used to determine the quality of the evidence and will be graded as high, moderate, low or very low: limitations of comprehensive design and execution; inconsistency or heterogeneity; indirectness; imprecision; and publication bias. Recommendations based on GRADE may include the suggestion to include assessment of PD in RCTs, or the use of particular pharmacological interventions for patients with PD and a comorbid mood disorder.

Data synthesis and statistical analyses {#s3e}
---------------------------------------

Data will be analysed using RevMan.[@R66] For continuous data, we will calculate mean differences (MD) or standardised mean differences (SMD) with 95% CIs. For dichotomous data (eg, treatment responder/non-responder, adverse events), we will calculate risk ratios with 95% CIs. MDs will be used when the same scale has been used to measure treatment outcome, and SMDs will be used when different scales measure the same treatment outcome. Effect sizes will be calculated using Cohen's *d*. Sample sizes, SDs and p values will be stated.

A meta-analysis will be undertaken if more than two eligible studies are identified. This meta-analysis will be performed based on the SMD approach (specifically, the mean symptom change of the mood disorder, between participants with and without comorbid PD) using the Cohen's *d* test. This meta-analysis therefore requires treatment effects to have been reported (or where these data have been obtained) according to PD subgroups (ie, PD vs no PD). A random effects model will be used and reported with 95% CIs and a p value. To determine the robustness of the meta-analysis outcome, sensitivity analyses will also be conducted.

Subgroup analysis {#s3f}
-----------------

Subgroup analysis will be performed where the evidence is heterogeneous (I^2^≥50). The following subgroup analyses have been decided a priori and include analysis of differences between PDs (where data on specific PDs have been measured), their relationship to mood disorders and treatment outcomes:Measurement of PD (ie, structured clinical interview compared with screening assessment).Relation of PD clusters and/or specific PDs.Relation of PD to treatment outcome of pharmacological agents (eg, comparison of comorbid PD and mood disorder with mood disorder only, and its association with antidepressant efficacy).

Presentation and reporting of results {#s3g}
-------------------------------------

This protocol adheres to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) practice guidelines and the PRISMA-P checklist was used when writing this protocol.[@R67] The review will conform to PRISMA reporting guidelines[@R69]; and a PRISMA flow diagram will be used to depict study selection, numbers and reasons concerning included versus excluded studies in the context of the prespecified eligibility criteria. All eligible studies will have key information pertaining to mood disorders (ie, depressive disorders or bipolar spectrum disorders), PD and treatment outcomes identified, extracted and presented.

Patient and public involvement {#s3h}
------------------------------

Patient and public involvement was not sought for the design of this study, though patient experience of pharmacological treatments and RCTs were considered in the development of the research question.

Ethics and dissemination {#s3i}
------------------------

This review will only use published data, and as such, ethical approval is not required. Ethical and governance principles will be complied with, in respect to data management and the presentation and dissemination of findings. This review has been registered on PROSPERO (CRD42018089279). Results will be published in a peer-reviewed scientific journal, and results will be presented at relevant scientific conference/s.

Conclusion {#s4}
==========

To the best of our knowledge, this will be the first systematic review to investigate whether PD influences the treatment outcomes for both depressive and bipolar disorders in RCTs. The findings of this review will contribute to the limited literature available on the role of PD on treatment outcomes in those with mood disorders and will also provide information to inform clinical practice and health strategies.
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